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Is Multiple Realizability Compatible With
Antireductionism?

John Bolender
Columbia University

In a rich and provocative paper, Jaegwon Kim offers an in-
genious argument for psychophysical reductionism.1 I take
Kim to be posing a dilemma for anyone who would deny reduc-
tionism, viz. that one must either advocate the wholesale re-
duction of psychology to physical science or one must advocate
the sundering of psychology into distinct fields, each one of
which is reducible to physical science. Supposedly, the denial
of psychophysical reductionism is not an option.

My aim is to show that this is not a genuine dilemma. One
can reject the wholesale reduction of psychology to physical
science without being committed to the view that psychology
will undergo numerous domain-specific reductions to physical
science.

I. THE CASE FOR ANTIREDUCTIONISM

On the classic account, reduction is a relation between
theories.2 For the field of psychology to be reducible to physi-
cal science, the laws of the mature theory of psychology must
be shown to be logical consequences of laws of physical theory.
Such a derivation would require bridge laws, statements ex-
pressing relations of nomic coextensivity between the kind
predicates of psychology and kind predicates of physical
theory.

Some functionalists have attempted to refute psycho-
physical reductionism by arguing that the necessary psycho-
physical bridge laws cannot be formulated.3 They claim that
any given mental property, such as being in pain,4 can be real-
ized by distinct physical kinds. If that is so, then any mental
property stands in a one-many relation to physical kinds,
thereby foiling this classic type of reductionism which requires
that the relation be one-one. Instead of being able to form a
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bridge law linking pain to some physical kind, one is forced to
admit that pain has a variety of distinct possible physical
realizers.

Kim has responded to this antireductionist argument by
suggesting that all of the possible5 physical realizers of pain
can be considered disjunctively as a single physical property
which is nomically coextensive with pain.6 This nomic
coextensivity would supposedly enable the formulation of a
psychophysical bridge law. For the sake of simplicity, let us as-
sume that pain has only two physical realizers, A and B. Kim
claims that disjoining the predicates referring to these two
properties forms a predicate referring to a physical property
nomically coextensive with pain, a disjunctive physical prop-
erty. Accordingly, '(x)[x is in pain Û (Ax Ú Bx)]' would be the
form of a genuine bridge law. This response to the anti-
reductionist argument from multiple realizability has come to
be known as the "disjunction strategy."

Several philosophers have responded critically to the dis-
junction strategy.7 An interesting argument emerges from the
various considerations which these philosophers raise.8 Accord-
ing to the argument, the physical property coextensive with
pain, A v B, is not a genuinely nomic property. That is to say, it
is not fit to be featured in a law. A generalization such as
(x)[(Ax Ú Bx) Cx], according to this argument, violates a nec-
essary condition for nomicity. If this is indeed the case, then
reduction is precluded, for reduction requires that the laws of
one theory be shown to be logically derivable from the laws of
another theory. Hence, reductionism requires that psychologi-
cal predicates be coextensive with nomic physical predicates.

According to this antireductionist argument, any generaliza-
tion containing a nontrivial use of A v B would fail to be con-
firmed by its instances and so fail to be a law. To use the more
technical term, such a generalization would fail to be
projectible. Supposedly, it fails to be projectible in that evi-
dence for an A being a C is not evidence for a B being a C, and
neither is the latter evidence for the former. The culprit is evi-
dently the disjunctive property A Ú B. According to this
antireductionist argument, some aspect of this property ren-
ders it unfit for any nontrivial role in a law.

By way of illustration, consider a nonformal case of a dis-
junctive property foiling the projectibility of a generalization:

(1) Anything which is either jadeite or an emerald is green.

This claim has some of the aspects of a law. For example, it is
in the form of a universal generalization and sustains
counterfactuals. However, it is not projectible. Consider obser-
vations of green jadeite. These observations constitute positive
instances of (1) but do not confirm it, for they do not exclude
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the possibility of nongreen emeralds.9 The source of trouble lies
in the disjunctive predicate 'is either jadeite or an emerald.'

It is important to note, as Kim does, that not all disjunctive
predicates are nonprojectible. Consider

(2) Anything which is either an African emerald or a non-
African emerald is green.

This generalization is projectible. For observation of a large set
of green things which are either exclusively African emeralds
or exclusively non-African emeralds would confirm (2).

If it is not their linguistic form which renders (1) and its ilk
nonprojectible, then what does? The answer involves nothing
new. In order for a property to be projectible, it must guaran-
tee some degree of similarity among all the individuals pos-
sessing it. This similarity is most plausibly viewed as a
similarity in causal powers.10 I.e., a property is projectible inso-
far as it subsumes individuals falling under a sufficient num-
ber of the same causal laws. The rationale motivating this view
is clear. Projectibility at least partly depends upon the reliabil-
ity of a property in making predictions. Moreover, the predic-
tive reliability of a property depends upon the homogeneity of
its causal powers. Accordingly, a property is reliable to the ex-
tent that it is a unified causal power, and such reliability is
the basis of our willingness to make projections.

The trouble with (1) is now clear. The predicate 'is either ja-
deite or an emerald' fails to subsume only individuals which
are sufficiently similar in causal powers. Hence, the fact that
one individual satisfying the predicate is green fails to be evi-
dence for just anything satisfying the predicate being green.
With (2), however, it is a different matter. African emeralds
and non-African emeralds are sufficiently similar in causal
powers to define a predictively reliable property.

The antireductionist strategy is manifest. One must show
AÚ B to be disunified as a causal power in order to demonstrate
its nonprojectibility. That is, one must show A and B to be sig-
nificantly different as causal powers. Given multiple realiz-
ability, the physical realizers of pain are diverse as physical
kinds, but what does this indicate as to their diversity as
causal kinds? It indicates much. Scientists are interested in
properties which are reliable in making predictions. Hence, sci-
entific kinds must be precisely those properties which have
some appropriate degree of causal unity, those the mutual pos-
session of which ensures a certain degree of identity of causal
power. This is expressed in Jerry Fodor's suggested principle of
scientific kind individuation, viz.

Fodor's Principle: Individuals fall under a scientific kind inso-
far as they have similar causal powers.11
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The antireductionist can appeal to Fodor's Principle in claim-
ing that the diversity of A and B as physical kinds implies
their diversity as causal powers. Their diversity as causal
powers at least suggests that A v B is relevantly similar to the
property of being either jadeite or an emerald and so is not
projectible. The nonprojectibility of A v B, in turn, implies its
nonnomicity. In fact, the claim that a mental property is mul-
tiply realizable can actually be understood as the claim that
there are distinct physical properties capable of realizing it
but which fail to form a physical kind when taken disjunc-
tively.12 I will use the term 'MR' to refer to the claim that all
mental properties are multiply realizable in precisely this
sense.

II. KIM'S REDUCTIONIST DILEMMA

In his recent work, Kim can be interpreted as posing a di-
lemma to the antireductionist. A v B must either be a genuine
kind or fail to be such. If it is a kind, then the disjunction
strategy works and so reductionism follows. On the other
hand, if A Ú B is not a kind (i.e., if MR is true), then another
sort of reductionist thesis follows, viz. local reductionism.
Hence, one is committed to psychophysical reductionism given
either possibility. I will give a brief characterization of local
reductionism and then explain why Kim believes that MR
commits one to espousing it.

Local reductionism is the claim that there are species- or
structure-specific bridge laws which can be used to effect mul-
tiple reductions of psychology to physical science. Presumably,
even though MR precludes the possibility of an unrestricted
correlation between pain and some physical kind, it leaves
open the possibility that, relative to a given species or struc-
tural type, there is a lawlike correlation between pain and
some physical kind. If local reductionism is true, then bridge
laws have the form 'S (M P)', where 'S' refers to a struc-
tural type or species, "M" refers to a mental property such as
pain, and 'P' refers to a physical kind.

For the sake of granting Kim as much as possible, let us
assume that such domain-specific correlations do in fact hold.
Local reductionism does not follow from this concession alone,
for the domain-specific correlation statements can only serve
as reductive bridge laws if they enable the logical derivation of
psychological laws from physical laws. These domain-specific
correlation statements will only serve that end if psychological
laws are themselves domain-specific. On the contrary, how-
ever, the more reason one has for taking genuine psychological
laws to be akin to the platitudinous generalizations of folk
psychology, the more one doubts that such laws will turn out
to be domain-specific in form.
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Consider the following folk generalization,

(3) (x) [(x fears that q) (x desires that -q)].

Is (3) derivable from a physical law via the local reductionist
strategy of utilizing domain-specific bridge laws? It is not, for
consider what an attempted derivation would look like. A can-
didate physical law would have the form

(4) (x) (Plx P2x),

where the P. refer to physical properties; and the domain-spe-
cific bridge laws would have the forms

(5) (x)[Sx (P1x x fears that q)], and
(6) (x)[Sx (P2x x desires that -q)], respectively.

Due to its unrestricted form; (3) is not entailed by the conjunc-
tion of (4), (5), and (6). One thing which this conjunction does
entail, of course, is

(3') (x)[Sx [(x fears that q) (x desires that -q)]],

the domain-specific analogue of (3).
One could perhaps insist that the folk psychological gener-

alization actually does have the form (3 ) and not (3). Unless,
however, 'S' is construed so as to define a very broad class of
actual and possible entities,13 this is unlikely. Use of the gen-
eralization that fear that q causes desire that -q in both the
prediction and attempted explanation of behavior common-
sensically pertains to many nonhuman species.14 Moreover,
given our intuitive responses to much of science fiction, it is
also plausibly seen as pertaining to such possibilia as crea-
tures of a physical composition radically different from our
own. That is to say, our folk theory, as gauged by our intuitive
responses to such stories, shows no signs of being domain-spe-
cific to the extent required for local reductionism. Hence, do-
main-specific correlations do not enable the derivation of folk
psychological laws.

This is precisely where MR plays a critical role in Kim's ar-
gument. Kim argues that a multiply realizable property can-
not be nomic.16 So if pain is multiply realizable, then the
concept of pain must be rejected as scientifically worthless and
replaced with finer-grained concepts which are not multiply
realizable. More precisely, if the disjunction of pain's physical
realizers does not constitute a kind, then pain itself is not a
kind. For, according to Kim, any scientific kind must be such
that the disjunction of its possible physical realizations is it-
self a scientific kind.
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To say that pain is not a kind or not nomic is tantamount
to saying that none of the generalizations in which it appears
can be laws. According to Kim, MR plays right into the hands
of the local reductionist in showing that folk psychological
generalizations must be replaced with finer-grained analogues,
e.g., that (3) should be replaced with laws of the form (3 ). If
MR does indeed have this consequence, then the case for local
reductionism is complete; for laws of the form of (5) and (6) in
conjunction with the relevant physical laws can be used to de-
rive laws of the form (3').

All of this rests on Kim's claim that the disjunction of a
property's physical realizers forms a kind if and only if the
property itself is a kind. Kim bases this claim on the following
metaphysical principle:

The Causal Inheritance Principle (CIP): If higher-level
property M is realized at time t in virtue of physical prop-
erty P, the causal powers of this instance of M are identi-
cal with the causal powers of P.16

I have no qualms with this principle. Rejection of CIP would
commit one to believing that higher-level properties have
causal powers which are not derived from physical properties.
So Kim is correct in claiming that the functionalist anti-
reductionist should not reject CIP. Rejecting it limits one to
unattractive options. One could embrace downward causa-
tion and hence deny the causal closure of the physical, or one
could accept a systematic causal overdetermination. I submit
that CIP should be accepted.

Given CIP, the causal powers of any pain-instance are iden-
tical to those of the physical property which is realizing it.
Consequently, the causal powers of pain as such are identical
to those of its physical realizers in general. As Kim points out,
this implies that pain is as causally inhomogeneous as the dis-
junction of its physical realizers. Kim concludes that if A Ú B
is too disunified as a causal power to be projectible, then so is
pain.

Kim provides a supposed example of how the causal
inhomogeneity of folk pain precludes a pain-generalization
from being confirmed by its instances. For example, even
though humans provide positive instances of the generaliza-
tion

(7) Sharp pains administered at random intervals cause
anxiety reactions

they do not confirm it, at least not according to Kim. Since
pain is realized by a radically different physical property in
(e.g.) Alpha Centaurians than it is in humans, (7) is more like
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(1) than (2). Therefore, claims Kim, evidence that pain causes
anxiety in humans does not confirm (7). Inferring that pain
causes anxiety in Alpha Centaurians simply because it does so
in humans would be like inferring that jadeite is green simply
because one knows emeralds to be green.

Kim concludes that if MR is true, scientists should reject
the causally heterogeneous property of pain-in-general and in-
stead recognize a different type of pain corresponding to each
physical realizer. Given my artificially simplified example, this
would mean that scientists should recognize two sorts of pain,
viz. one coextensive with A and the other coextensive with B.
On the other hand, if MR is false, then the disjunction strat-
egy is successful after all. The upshot of Kim's argument is
that the antireductionist is faced with a dilemma: one must ei-
ther recognize that A v B is nomic and espouse the classic for-
mulation of psychophysical reductionism or deny that A v B is
nomic and espouse local reductionism.

III. A CONTEXTUALIST VIEW
OF KIND INDIVIDUATION

I claim that the second horn of this supposed dilemma is
not genuine. Indeed, the disjunction of pain's physical
realizers can be a nonkind even while pain is a kind. I do not
have an argument to the effect that only the latter is a kind,
but I will attempt to show that this position is a coherent one,
even granting the truth of CIP. That is all that the anti-
reductionist needs in order to escape Kim's dilemma. Hence, I
am not so much arguing for antireductionism as I am defend-
ing its plausibility.

In order to simplify the discussion and to grant Kim as
much ground as possible, I will concede that disjunctive type
materialism is true, viz. that pain simply is A Ú B.17 This
might seem like too much of a concession since the debate over
reductionism is sometimes taken to be a debate as to whether
type materialism is true. However, the reductionism at issue
here is intertheoretical reductionism, not metaphysical reduc-
tionism. Kim mentions both forms of reductionism, but seems
to be primarily concerned with the issue of whether psycho-
logical theory is reducible to physical theory. It is the latter is-
sue that I am addressing. I might also add that disjunctive
type materialism is quite plausible given CIP, for if pain and
A v B have the same causal powers, what is the motivation for
insisting that they are distinct properties? But even if type
materialism turns out to be false, it should make no difference
to the substance of my argument.

This concession makes the task of defending the coherence
of antireductionism that much starker. In order to avoid the
second horn of Kim's dilemma, the antireductionist must show
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that A v B both is a kind and is not a kind. In fact, it is quite
easy to show that this is a coherent position, for all one needs
is the distinction between physical kindhood and psychological
kindhood. It is at least coherent to say that A v B is a psycho-
logical kind while yet failing to be a physical kind.

In order to take Kim's position that the nonkindhood of
A v B implies the nonkindhood of pain, one must hold a purely
context-invariant view of kind individuation. Such an
invariantist view follows from one possible reading of Fodor's
Principle. One could, that is, interpret Fodor's Principle as the
claim that there is an invariant minimal degree of causal ho-
mogeneity that must be guaranteed by the possession of any
given kind property. If indeed that minimal degree must be in-
variant, remaining fixed from one field of science to any other,
then one must say that kind individuation is invariantist. On
such a view, one can take a count of all the world's kinds just
by checking to see whether any candidate property passes the
test, whether it guarantees the minimally required causal ho-
mogeneity. That is to say, one could ascertain all the kinds
relative to the world itself and not relative to the interests de-
finitive of any given scientific field. The antireductionist, how-
ever, is free to assume that there are distinct criteria for kind
individuation in different fields of science. Specifically, one can
assume that A v B passes muster for kind membership in psy-
chology even though it fails to do so for biology, chemistry, or
physics.

I am appealing to Peter Unger's distinction between
contextualism and invariantism,18 and urging a contextualist
interpretation of kind individuation. According to an
invariantist interpretation of a predicate, the predicate's satis-
faction conditions remain the same regardless of speakers' in-
terests. For example, on an invariantist construal of the
predicate 'is flat' (one of Unger's standard examples), whether
an object satisfies the predicate is a wholly objective matter.
The shape of the surface in question is the only determinant of
whether it is flat. However, on a contextualist interpretation,
it is possible for the very same surface to count both as flat
and as nonflat even without changing shape. All that needs to
change are the standards of those using the predicate 'is flat.'
(More specifically, what matters is what speakers consider to
qualify as a surface irregularity, given that a flat surface nec-
essarily lacks irregularities.)

Kim's argument for reductionism depends upon an
invariantist construal of the predicate 'is a natural kind.' His
argument requires the assumption that the minimal amount
of causal homogeneity which a kind property must possess re-
mains invariant regardless of the contextual interests which
define any given scientific field. If, on the other hand, one
holds a contextualist view of kind individuation, such that
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A v B is a kind by psychological criteria while failing to be
such by physical criteria, then one would be unmoved by Kim's
argument.

The attractiveness of Kim's implicit view, that kind indi-
viduation is invariantist, probably derives from assuming that
the only alternative is to view kind individuation as wholly ar-
bitrary or conventional. But the antireductionist need not be
committed to so extreme a view. Rather, he can happily grant
that taxonomization is grounded in something purely factual,
such as causal homogeneity, while also holding that the mini-
mal degree of such homogeneity which a property must guar-
antee in order to be a kind varies depending upon the
particular science. Hence, the antireductionist need not reject
Fodor's Principle, but must advocate a partially contextualist
interpretation of it. That is to say, antireductionism is ren-
dered coherent once one recognizes that the different interests
which define different scientific fields partially determine how
much causal homogeneity is minimally sufficient for kindhood.

A similarly relativized view of kind individuation was an-
ticipated by Willard V. O. Quine some time ago.19 According to
Quine,

Different similarity measures, or relative similarity notions best
suit [classification in] different branches of science, for there are
wasteful complications in providing finer gradations of relative
similarity than matter for the phenomena with which the particu-
lar science is concerned. Perhaps the branches of science could be
revealingly classified by looking to the relative similarity notion
that is appropriate to each.

The only notable difference or lacuna is that Quine speaks of
similarity in an unqualified sense rather than of similarity in
shared causal powers.

The line of defense available to the antireductionist should
be clear. He can grant that pain is as inhomogeneous in causal
powers as A v B while consistently claiming that the standards
for kind individuation in psychology include A v B while the
standards in physics (or biology or whatever the relevant
lower-level science happens to be) exclude it.

In order for this response to be plausible, satisfaction of the
predicate 'is in pain' must guarantee some similarity in causal
powers. Otherwise, (7) could not be construed as a law even by
the most lenient standards. The antireductionist, however,
should be willing to grant this, for the antireductionist argu-
ment from multiple realizability nowhere assumes that the
physical realizers of pain show no degree of similarity. In fact,
the functionalist construal of pain as a second-order property
is plausibly understood as guaranteeing some modicum of
causal similarity among its physical realizers. For not just any
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physical property could play the causal role definitive of being
in pain.

IV. A CONTEXTUALIST VIEW
OF PROJECTIBILITY

One might, however, object to this contextualist view of
kind individuation. One might, for example, point to the close
connection earlier noted between kindhood and projectibility
and remind us that since science is concerned with projectible
generalizations, scientific kinds are precisely the projectible
properties. One might then proceed to affirm that projectible
properties are those which are reliable in making predictions.
In further developing the objection, one could point out that
the predictive reliability of a property and its causal homoge-
neity are very plausibly viewed as correlative. It is because
(e.g.) electrons are so similar to each other in causal powers
that one of them behaves so much like any other, and it is be-
cause one behaves so much like the other that the property of
being an electron is predictively reliable. However, as one
would then note, judgments as to causal homogeneity are
strictly invariantist. The causal homogeneity of a property is
what it is regardless of the interests of those working in any
given scientific field. From this it appears to follow that
projectibility is entirely an objective matter. Therefore, con-
cludes the objector, kind individuation is wholly invariantist
as well, for we have already agreed that projectibility and
kindhood coincide.

This objection serves to clarify the contextualist view of
kind individuation here recommended. Indeed, a contextualist
view of kinds implies a contextualist view of projectibility.
Moreover, since predictive reliability is wholly grounded in ob-
jective fact, predictive reliability alone is not an index of
projectibility. To make the matter more vivid, consider the
case of pain and A v B. Pain and A v B, as established earlier,
share the same causal powers and hence are equally predic-
tively reliable. Accordingly, if projectibility were wholly a func-
tion of predictive reliability, then one property's failing to be
projectible would imply that the other is nonprojectible as
well. However, if, as the antireductionist must insist, pain is
projectible (for psychology) and A v B is not projectible (for
more basic science), that indicates that projectibility is not
simply a correlate of predictive reliability.

That projectibility is not simply a matter of predictive reli-
ability has already been noted by David Owens.20 The reasons
given by Owens are also pertinent to the present discussion.
Owens points out that projection is the converse of explana-
tion. A generalization is projectible just in case it explains its
instances.21 Accordingly, the projectible properties are precisely
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the ones with explanatory efficacy. Moreover, since a generali-
zation can be predictively useful without being explanatory
(e.g., lunar phases do not explain high tide even though they
can be used to predict it), it should not be surprising that
projectibility is not simply a matter of predictive reliability.
Specifically, A v B is sufficiently predictively reliable for psy-
chologists to find it explanatory while being insufficiently so
for lower-level scientists to find it explanatory. Hence, A v B is
projectible in a psychological context while failing to be so in. a
physical context.

Moreover, the close link between projectibility and explana-
tion provides indirect support for the contextualist view of
kind individuation. The plausibility of pragmatic views of ex-
planation has recently been recognized by philosophers.22 On
such views, the explanatory efficacy of a generalization rela-
tive to a given explanandum can vary according to the chang-
ing interests of those requesting or devising an explanation.
Hence, the generalization's projectibility can vary as well.
Since the contextualist view of kind individuation yields this
same result, pragmatic or contextualist views of explanation
lend support to such a view.

A plausibly relativized view of projectibility is that differ-
ent sciences expect different minimal degrees of predictive re-
liability from the kinds which they recognize. Accordingly, they
incorporate different criteria for determining the degree of
predictive reliability necessary for projectibility. Evidently,
lower-level sciences demand greater predictive reliability than
do higher-level sciences, the lower the science the greater
minimal degree of reliability that is expected.23 A decrease in
the predictive reliability of higher-level scientific properties is
due to the increasing number of physical realizers correspond-
ing to each property as one ascends the hierarchy. Not only is
multiple realizability ubiquitous, it is greater for higher-level
properties. The property of being in pain has a greater number
of possible physical realizers than does the property of having
one's C-fibers fire.

This ontological fact reflects methodological differences
among scientific fields. By virtue of recognizing some less pre-
dictively reliable properties as kinds, scientists working in
higher-level fields can appeal to generalizations which would
otherwise be missed. Rephrasing Quine somewhat, there is
some truth in the claim that different branches of science can
be classified in terms of how much predictive pi-ecision the sci-
entists in each branch are willing to sacrifice in order to gain
access to such generalizations. Accordingly, scientists in differ-
ent fields will have different standards for how much causal
homogeneity is minimally sufficient for kindhood.

It would be a mistake, however, for psychologists to adopt
more stringent standards. If they were to do so and thereby
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replace the current concept of pain with a plurality of finer-
grained concepts, as Kim recommends, they might indeed be
employing properties which are more reliable in making pre-
dictions. Since the properties would ensure greater causal ho-
mogeneity, the generalizations used by psychologists might
become less statistical in nature and more strict or they might
remain statistical while yet being more precisely quantifiable.
However, psychologists would also be losing the generality
found in claims like (7). As Daniel Dennett points out, they
would be losing access to real and interesting higher-level pat-
terns.24 The loss in predictive precision is well worth it. Fur-
ther, there is no need for psychologists to buy greater precision
at such a price, for biologists and physical scientists have al-
ready done so. This is not to malign psychologists or other sci-
entists. It is only to indicate part of what differentiates their
various job descriptions.

V. CONCLUSION

Rejecting Kim's disjunction strategy does not carry a com-
mitment to local reductionism. One can reject A v B for being
nonnomic while accepting pain as nomic by utilizing a
contextualist view of kind individuation. More specifically, the
antireductionist is free to view taxa as partly natural and
partly conventional, natural in that belonging to a taxon must
ensure some degree of causal homogeneity, and conventional
in that the degree required can fluctuate from one field of sci-
ence to the other. Given that psychology is a higher science
than physics, it is perfectly conceivable that pain (or A v B) is
too inhomogeneous to be a physical kind while being suffi-
ciently homogeneous to be a psychological kind. This rela-
tivized view of taxonomization brings with it relativized views
of projectibility and explanation. Since relativized views of ex-
planation have already been persuasively defended, this adds
to the plausibility of relativized views of taxonomization.26
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